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All You Need Is A 

BATTERY 
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BATTERY 17 PLATE (LH) 
800 CCA 100AH N70 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 

12v 90ah 750cca (SAE) 720cca (EN).Manufactured to original 
equipment standards.>Superior flood battery (SFB) with up to 25% 
higher performance than standard batteries. Higher performance 
and extended life when compared to standard batteries due to 
advanced fully framed punched grid technology.Sealed maintenance 
free lid technology with an exclusive ergonomic designed handle 
with a magic eye showing the charge level.Imported from UK (Sizes 
& Specifications are based on the UK Market). Mutlu 017 series 2 90 
Ah superior flooded battery is manufactured using the highest 
quality materials and latest technologies, such as our patented Ca-
Ca silver alloy grids and advanced active material, exclusivley 
formulated for our SFB technology. This battery is built to original 
equipment standards, with excellent, reliable starting power and 
more vibration resistant than standard batteries. Suitable for use in 
most classes of vehicle, especially the high end vehicles. 

SKU: 13-SMF115D31FL 

BATTERY 17 PLATE (RH) 
800 CCA 100AH N70 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 

12v 90ah 750cca (SAE) 720cca (EN). Manufactured to original equip-
ment standards.. Superior flood battery (SFB) with up to 25% higher 
performance than standard batteries.. Higher performance and 
extended life when compared to standard batteries due to ad-
vanced fully framed punched grid technology.. Sealed maintenance 
free lid technology with an exclusive ergonomic designed handle 
with a magic eye showing the charge level.. Imported from UK (Sizes 
& Specifications are based on the UK Market). Mutlu 017 series 2 90 
Ah superior flooded battery is manufactured using the highest quali-
ty materials and latest technologies, such as our patented Ca-Ca 
silver alloy grids and advanced active material, exclusivley formulat-
ed for our SFB technology. This battery is built to original equipment 
standards, with excellent, reliable starting power and more vibration 
resistant than standard batteries. Suitable for use in most classes of 
vehicle, especially the high end vehicles.  

SKU: 13-SMF115D31FR 

13 PLATE 55AH MUTLU 
HP 480CCA BATTERY 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 

Mutlu High-Temp batteries feature enhanced performance and long 
cycle life in extreme climate conditions thanks to their reinforced 
internal structures and improved grid technology. Plate shedding or 
grid expansion problems are eliminated due to the grids with in-
creased corrosion resistance. We carry a full range of Automotive & 
Commercial batteries ranging from 480 Cold Cranking Amps (CCA) to 
1450 Cold Cranking Amps (CCA). Mutlu batteries have a longer cycle 
life compared to standard batteries and come with a full replace-
ment 24-month warranty on both gas & diesel equipment. 

SKU: 13-SMF55B24L 

AUTO BATTERY 540CCA 
DIN 45 HT LB2 60AH 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 

MUTLU Automotive battery 12V 60Ah SFB 

SKU: 13-SMF56077 
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AUTO BATTERY 750CCA 
DIN66 HT LB3 75AH 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 

12V 75Ah 750CCA (SAE) 720CCA (EN). Manufactured to Original 
Equipment standards for vehicles with Advanced energy needs.. 
Superior flood battery (SFB) with up to 25% higher performance 
than standard batteries.. Higher performance and extended life 
when compared to standard batteries due to Advanced fully framed 
PUNCHED grid technology.. sealed maintenance free lid technology 
with an Exclusive ergonomic designed handle with a Magic eye 
Showing the charge Level.. Imported from UK (Sizes & Specifications 
are based on the UK Market). Mutlu 100 series 3 75 ah superior 
flooded battery is manufactured using the highest quality materials 
and latest technologies, such as our patented ca-ca silver Alloy grids 
and advanced active material, exclusivley formulated for our SFB 
technology. This battery is built to original equipment standards, 
with excellent, reliable starting power and more vibration resistant 

SKU: 13-SMF57572 

AUTO BATTERY 880CCA 
D100 HT L5 100AH 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 

Mutlu 096 series 3 75 Ah superior flooded battery is manufactured 
using the highest quality materials and latest technologies, such as 
our patented Ca-Ca silver alloy grids and advanced active material, 
exclusivley formulated for our SFB technology. This battery is built to 
original equipment standards, with excellent, reliable starting power 
and more vibration resistant than standard batteries. Suitable for 
use in all classes of vehicle, especially the high end vehicles with 
advanced energy needs. 

SKU: 13-SMF60038 

13 PLATE 55AH MUTLU 
HP 480CCA BATTERY 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 

Mutlu 096 series 3 75 Ah superior flooded battery is manufactured 
using the highest quality materials and latest technologies, such as 
our patented Ca-Ca silver alloy grids and advanced active material, 
exclusivley formulated for our SFB technology. This battery is built to 
original equipment standards, with excellent, reliable starting power 
and more vibration resistant than standard batteries. Suitable for 
use in all classes of vehicle, especially the high end vehicles with 
advanced energy needs. 

SKU: 13-SMF65B24R 

AUTO BATTERY 680CCA 
N50L HT 15 PLATE 75AH 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 

Mutlu 096 series 3 75 Ah superior flooded battery is manufactured 
using the highest quality materials and latest technologies, such as 
our patented Ca-Ca silver alloy grids and advanced active material, 
exclusivley formulated for our SFB technology. This battery is built to 
original equipment standards, with excellent, reliable starting power 
and more vibration resistant than standard batteries. Suitable for 
use in all classes of vehicle, especially the high end vehicles with 
advanced energy needs 

SKU: 13-SMF80D26L 
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AUTO BATTERY 680CCA 
N50R HT 15 PLATE 75AH 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION: 

Mutlu 096 series 3 75 Ah superior flooded battery is manufactured 
using the highest quality materials and latest technologies, such as 
our patented Ca-Ca silver alloy grids and advanced active material, 
exclusivley formulated for our SFB technology. This battery is built to 
original equipment standards, with excellent, reliable starting power 
and more vibration resistant than standard batteries. Suitable for 
use in all classes of vehicle, especially the high end vehicles with 
advanced energy needs 

SKU: 13-SMF80D26R 
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15 Gomez Street 
San Fernando,  
Trinidad and Tobago  

Tel: 1-868-235-4475 
WhatsApp: 1-868-298-2964  
sales@hsltt.com 

facebook.com/southernsupplieslimited/ 

instagram.com/hsltrinidad/ 

youtube.com/user/SouthernSuppliesLtd 
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